FindAFixing Helps Both DIY and Professionals Find Details on
Nuts and Bolts for Classic Car Restoration
Launched as a free online resource, FindaFixing aims to help classic car builders and
restorers find details on nuts and bolts for for their project
May 7, 2020 (FPRC) -- Finding the right nuts and bolts for a classic car build or restoration is never
easy. FindAFixing saves the daunting task of searching websites and forums to help find details on
the right fastener or fixing for your project. As well as this, it is important to find a partner or platform
that can help people connect to the right retailers and suppliers who have the right parts.
FindAFixing is one such platform that has a directory of relevant retailers, wholesalers, specialist
suppliers, owner clubs & forums and more. Born out of personal experience the founder went
through while building and restoring a number of VW and Porsche classic cars, spending time
visiting stores or looking online for the right fixing (nut, bolt, washer or screw) the idea for
FindAFixing was born. A resource created so that those building or restoring a classic car can save
time and frustration searching endlessly for one particular part and get the confidence of buying right
first time. FindAFixing relies on 'the community' to help grow the site and welcome any information
on fasteners and fixings that users can share with them through and easy to use interface. Covering
hundreds of car models, dating back to the early 20th Century, they hope the information taken from
their directory of parts helps maintain and keep classic cars alive for many years to come. Currently
the site is at the beta stage and with constant updates to the directory improving information
provided. More details can be found at https://www.findafixing.com
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